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Meetings & Events – Living with a pandemic
A report on the sector’s journey and insights on the pathway forward

Background

Objectives

Following a traumatic few years, in which Meetings & Events was one
of the most severely impacted sectors, we have discovered the need
to create a Meetings & Events ‘State of the Nation’ report. Upon
investigation, we understood that the sector has many voices, but no
detailed research has been conducted to analyse where we have been,
where we are now and where we are heading.

Deliver a valuable, well-rounded
source of quality data and insights:

Intro

This report combines insights from senior figures across the Meetings
& Events sector with feedback from event planners and venues to
produce a well-informed picture of the state of the nation.

To shine a light on the sector,
the challenges we face and the
solutions that may be needed
To understand how we move
forward together in a very
different environment
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Our report methodology
BVA BDRC experts leading the study

Opinion panel

Data sources

Research stage

BVA BDRC’s research team conducted qualitative
interviews amongst senior industry figures.
The consultation process identified the following
specialisms that needed representation:

Qualitative interviews

Conducted by BVA BDRC’s M&E research team.

24 Senior leaders were interviewed and contributed to the opinion panel
Quantitative survey

Corporate event planners

34 Corporate and Agency event planners supplied us with indicative
feedback

Karen Small, Director

Agency event planners

VenueVerdict

Tech providers

Our Hospitality CX programme, VenueVerdict, tracks M&E venue
performance, including rate tracking over time. Over 1200 enquires are
placed globally per calendar quarter

Sector associations

MeetingsMetrix

Sector media & PR

BVA BDRC’s last Meetings focused report, MeetingsMetrix 2019, surveyed
c.200 event planners and is used to provide context

Karen is responsible for developing
CX strategies and initiatives at BVA
BDRC. She leads hospitality and CX
brand auditing programmes,
including VenueVerdict, our
mystery shopping and feedback
management tool. Karen is a former
financial Corporate Event Planner.

Venues

Methodology

Hoteliers

WeddingDates
WeddingDates enquiry data over time, their 2022 Industry Report, and a
survey of 1200 newly engaged couples
ClearSight ®

Leaders were selected from each area to form a
robust opinion panel.

Consumer and business decision maker data from c.2000 respondents
per calendar month

Louise Eccleston,
Client Services Manager
Louise is responsible for the day to day
running of VenueVerdict and global
hotel brand audit programmes. Louise
formerly worked on property and at
head office for a global hotel brand.
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The opinion panel
Meetings & Events senior figureheads

Alistair Turner, Managing Director
EIGHT PR & Marketing

Andrew Walker, Area Director Sales & Distribution UK
Marriott International

Mark Gallen, Founder & Owner
Sales Gym

Andrew Mosley, Managing Director
Grand Brighton & Richmond Hill Hotels, MIA ex-Chair

David Vaughton, Managing Director
Make Venues, Ex Venues of Excellence Chair

Ciara Crossan, Founder & CEO
Wedding Dates

Martin Fullard, Editor
Conference News, Mash Media

Kim Cavilla, COO
Venues & Events International

Laura Capell-Abra, Founder
Stress Matters

Hannah Kelly, VP Meetings Management
BCD Meetings & Events

Michael Begley, CEO
Venuedirectory.com

Andrew Perolls, CEO
Greengage Solutions

Douglas O’Neill, CEO
INNTEL, Board Director BTA

Anna Fox, Head of Events
Liberty Global Europe

Adam Simpson, Director of Marketing & US Sales
etc.venues

Nicola Burke, Director Sales Enablement & Meetings
Simplified
Hilton Worldwide

Ciaran Delaney, Founder
Hubli, formerly Meetingsbooker.com

Opinion panel

Jason Wilcock, Chairman
Worldspan plc, Chair MeetingNeeds

Paul Harvey, Editor
M&IT, Northstar Media
Alex Vail, Events Director
Financial Services

Kira Rogmans, Senior Director Sales Systems &
Programmes
Marriott International

Neil Thompson, Founder & Managing Director
The Delegate Wranglers

Caleb Parker, Founder and Director
BOLD

Juliet Price, Consultant Executive Director
BEAM
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Initial reaction to the pandemic was
about opportunity and change
How the M&E sector has adapted

Despite a challenging few years, it's quite remarkable to report that every sector specialist we asked took the
opportunity to change when the pandemic hit. Businesses made important decisions to pivot, repurpose and review
their offering quickly and for good.

17.5% of event and exhibition businesses are estimated to have
permanently ceased trading during 2020 - BVEP September 2021

Let's not forget that some businesses didn't make it and, regrettably, many had to adopt leaner structures. Sadly,
that was inevitable at the very start of the pandemic. But now, the focus on protecting people has taken a 360 and
we have seen a shift in how the talent in the industry has become a key focus. Our opinion panel told us that they
were seeing changes in these three key areas:

In 2021 Microsoft Work Labs reported 68% of
employees wanted in-person contact

Product/Business
Refined and repurposed
Providers quickly refined products and sought
beneficial partnerships to eradicate supply
issues

•

Event professionals wanted to learn about
alternative products and have grown closer to
their suppliers by doing so

Flexible terms became the norm

•

Corporate buyers rebranded their own teams
to ‘Employee Engagement’, no longer just the
events team

•

Event Planners needed more creative
solutions

•

Firms reduced office space, and internal
meetings had to be repurposed

•

Companies are questioning the ‘WHY’ when
bringing their people together, which has a
positive impact on the environment and wellbeing

Businesses reviewed sales processes and team
efficiencies, which led to leaner structures
There is now a focus on finding the right
talent
Digital solutions grew in importance and
demand
Headlines

Clients
Seeking inspiration

Businesses focused on strengthening client
relationships despite low volumes, with
customer confidence being a key focus

People
A new sense of community
Many left Hospitality in “The great resignation”
to retrain in other sectors, but those that stayed
wanted to learn and understand how they could
change, adapt and become more employable
People looked to the government for financial
support and a plan for the future but felt let
down
Associations and networks played a vital part
in consulting and supporting. They are now
stronger than ever
Businesses want to protect their people with
a greater focus on well-being
We have seen a power shift from
businesses/employers to hospitality
professionals/employees
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Has the M&E Industry changed for the good?
The events eco-system

Our research showed that all
businesses in the M&E sector had to
adapt quickly to survive.

Covid-19

Businesses refined
and repurposed

Digital shift

Talent & resource

Collaboration

CX/UX
Refreshed demand

Well-being

Delegate Experience (DX)

Sustainability

Headlines

Venue/Supplier
Creativity

Interestingly, many important
components of the industry have
been forced to integrate much faster
than pre-pandemic.
Well-being, digitalisation and
sustainability were all areas the sector
talked about and wanted to see
change, but it wasn’t a priority. The
impetus to change products and
services, coupled with some time to
focus on repositioning, has forced
many previously siloed areas into an
integrated eco-system. All these areas
now feed into each other, creating a
refreshed product.

Bleisure
“We’re not going back to 2019, we’re
going forward”
Neil Thompson,
The Delegate Wranglers
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UKCAMS data confirms the severity
of the pandemic’s impact
UK Estimate

Estimated number of meetings/events (million)
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Market dynamics
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The 2021 UKCAMS research was sponsored by VisitBritain with support from venuedirectory.com. UKCAMS is a self-completion survey with venues
contacted through a variety of mechanisms – e.g. via conference desks / bureaux, relevant industry organisations and direct mailings to venues.
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Business planners are optimistic and
expect higher volumes in 2022
Our early indication data shows why venue sales offices are so busy with business events
Event planners have told us this is “The year of the meet-up”, and there is huge demand for face-to-face meetings; busy hotel and venue sales
offices echo this pent-up demand. Our 2022 survey gives us some early indication of what volumes event planners have and what their demands are.
In a “normal” (pre-covid) 12 months, approximately how many events would you typically
have been involved in booking or organising at external facilities?
Source: BVA BDRC Event
Planner survey 2022
Meetings
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Market dynamics
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The event planners that we surveyed, although small in number, placed a healthy number of events in a normal year with
meetings being the most numerous. When asked about anticipated event volumes in 2022, business event planners and agents
expect to be booking more conferences, meetings and banqueting compared to 2021 and a similar amount of training and
‘other’. The overwhelming majority do not expect fewer events in any category.

Thinking of the number of each event type you have organised in the last 12 months, do you
expect to arrange more events in 2022, or fewer, of each type?

Many More

27%

Training

73%

Slightly More
Similar Amount
Slightly Less

18%

Meetings

18%

Conferences

Market dynamics

Banqueting

Other

36%

9%

64%

18%

9%

46%

18%

55%

9%

Source: BVA BDRC Event Planner survey 2022

75% of our event planners rated their
optimism about the industry at 7 or
above out of 10

18%

82%

Our survey showed high levels of
comfort when thinking of booking all
types of events for Q2 2022 onwards
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If suppliers can build confidence, business
event bookers are ready to spend
Over 80% of corporate bookers completing our survey said their
2022 spend will be higher than their 2021 spend
How will your 2022 spend compare with what you spent in 2021?

This may seem relatively obvious, but event buyers made it clear that
they need their suppliers to help build delegate confidence. If suppliers
can help encourage delegates to attend by delivering on all parts of the
events eco-system, the booker is more likely to convert the business.
We will go on to explore each of these areas in this report.

9%
9%
It's about the same
It'll be lower

DX

Venue/Supplier
Creativity

Bleisure

Well-being

Digital

CX/UX

Sustainability

Talent & resource

Market dynamics

It'll be higher

82%

Source: BVA BDRC Event Planner survey 2022
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“The budgets for those face-to-face events are going to go up, because they mean
so much more than they ever did”
VP Meetings, Events Agency

“There is psychological trauma attached to a pandemic with an airborne virus. What
we're seeing is as soon as people get into a space and they break through that
barrier of shaking their first hand, all inhibitions seem to vanish, but it's getting them
across the threshold and getting them to actually attend their first event. It's about
making sure the quality of the experience is so incredibly welcoming.
Our suppliers have a massive part to play in that.”
Corporate Event Manager

Market dynamics

In 2020, BVA BDRC consulted with their VenueVerdict subscribers to understand
the demands of the M&E customer. It was clear that venues needed to instil
confidence for the customer to book and we added this requirement to our
enquiry handling criteria. However, in Q4 2021, mystery shoppers reported that
during just 65% of enquiries placed did the enquiry handler give them the
confidence to book (or convert). Confidence is assessed by the enquiry handler
responding, providing valuable information and using soft skills appropriately.

65%

Percentage of enquiry handlers
that are building confidence with
event planners at enquiry stage
bva-bdrc.com
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Venues are firmer on price as demand
returns and supply costs increase
Bookers were anticipating price increases going into 2020
MeetingsMetrix 2019
What do you expect to happen to
the per-delegate price you will pay?

VenueVerdict
Rate tracking over time

Corporate Bookers
Higher

£45.90

Roughly the Same

Lower

Net

£43.02
72%

40%
90%

83%

81%

80%

8%

8%

8%

-1%

-3%

-4%

9%

11%

12%

12%

15%

The 2019 MeetingMetrix report tells us that Corporate bookers expected to pay
more per delegate in 2020; this was their expectation before the pandemic.

2020 Outlook

29%

2019 Outlook

17%

£41.61

2018 Outlook

3%

44%

2017 Outlook

2014 Outlook

Market dynamics

8%

4%

2015 Outlook

12%

71%

£43.01

2016 Outlook

20%
7%

Actual UK&I Weighted

Our quoted rate tracking over time has shown that UK venue day delegate rates,
on average, are now higher than before the pandemic. The rate increase is likely
to be in response to reduced demand, but also supply-side factors and cost
pressures, so not quite as rosy a picture for venues in bottom-line terms. But
perhaps venues could be braver in their pricing, considering bookers were
expecting to pay more prior to COVID-19?

5%

Q4 2018

Q4 2019

Q4 2020

Q4 2021
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Quoted day delegate rates, 2019 to 2021
An increase is seen in all regions, with the largest increase in Scotland and smallest in
the South West & Wales

Comparing Quoted Day Delegate Rates (inc. VAT), as of Q4 2021 compared to Q4 2019

London £69.66

+2.9%
+12.3%

UK £45.90

+8.8%

Market dynamics

Provinces £39.11

-10

Source:

-8

-6

North West
£39.14

+6.7%

-4

-2

Mystery Shopping Module

0

2

4

6

8

10

+2.0%

East & East
Mids £36.50

+19%

Scotland
£40.08

+10%

NE/York./
Humber £35.39

+0.9%

+10.7%

South West &
Wales £32.79

South East &
Central £45.34

+8.6%

West Midlands
£40.94

+2.9%

London
£69.66
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Quoted day delegate rates, 2011 to 2021
The UK average day delegate rate is now at its highest since our records began, despite
several regions showing a decrease

Comparing Quoted Day Delegate Rates (inc. VAT), as of Q4 2021 compared to Q4 2011

Provinces £39.11

-1.1%
+5.7%

UK £45.90

North West
£39.14

+0.7%

+4.4%

Market dynamics

London £69.66

-5

Source:

-4

-3

-2

-1

Mystery Shopping Module

0

1

2

3

4

5

-9.0%

East & East
Mid’s £36.50

-1.4%

Scotland
£40.08

-4.6%

NE/York./
Humber £35.39

-12.5%

+9.7%

South West &
Wales £32.79

South East &
Central £45.34

-4.3%

West Midlands
£40.94

+4.4%

London
£69.66
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Venues are starting to pass on costs by
increasing DDR to its highest in 10 years
London shows a rapid recovery in rates, and the provinces
reverse a pattern of decline

The average day delegate rate is now at its highest
since our records began for the UK overall, including
London, North West and South East & Central.

Quoted Day Delegate Rates (inc. VAT) as of Q4 each year

£80.00
£70.00

£54.45

£60.00
£50.00

£69.66

£66.73 £65.32 £65.69 £66.63 £66.35 £68.09 £68.22 £67.87 £67.72

£45.90
£45.59 £43.90 £44.01 £44.58 £44.31 £44.33
£43.50 £43.02 £43.01
£41.61

£40.00
£30.00

£39.54 £37.78 £37.81 £38.27 £38.01
£37.54 £36.43 £35.91 £35.94 £37.93 £39.11

£20.00

Market dynamics

£10.00
£0.00
2011

2012

2013

Provinces

Source:

2014

2015

2016

2017

Actual UK&I Weighted

2018

2019

2020

2021

As well as a recovery in demand, there will be supplyside factors and cost pressures that are contributing to
these increases.
This data could point to venues being firmer on price
because the margins aren’t there. After all, it’s easier to
justify in an inflationary economy and perhaps venues
are more prepared to walk away if the price isn’t right.
Moreover, venues may have set lower budgets for M&E
alleviating pressure on sales teams to meet targets. If
there are fewer events, there’s possibly less opportunity
to sell the last little bit of space at a lower price.
The 2020 snapshot is interesting. London saw a sharp
decline in quoted rates as the appeal of the big city
declined, but it seems to be recovering rapidly. The
provinces (as a whole) began to reverse a wellestablished pattern of decline.

London

Mystery Shopping Module. Data weighted for regional and venue-category consistency. Typical quarterly n in 2019 approx 1000, average quarterly n in 2021 approx 400
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Most venue categories see an
increase in quoted rates
Category

Quoted DDR (inc. VAT) by venue category, as of Q4 each year

£120

Change
2019 to 2021

UK & Ireland

6.7%

0.7%

-15.5%

-4.5%

4.3%

23.3%

Upper Full Service

-0.6%

5.5%

Mid-market

13.6%

4.5%

Deluxe

£110

Unique, Unusual, Specialist & Sporting

£100

£91.76

£87.60

£90
£80

When comparing 2021 to 2019 as the last "normal" year, mid-market
properties were the only category that saw a rise in rates in 2020. The data
suggests that they will continue with this positive trajectory, perhaps due to
theirs being the lowest quoted rates.

£71.99

£70
£60
£50
£40

£58.39
£49.78

£49.48

Deluxe venues quoted their highest ever rates in 2018, which dropped
significantly over the past three years, with their lowest ever quoted rates in
2021.

£40.67

£42.49

Unique venues saw a dip in quoted rates in 2020 but seem to have bounced
back in 2021, quoting their highest ever rates, an increase of over 23% over
the past ten years.

2021

Upper full service quoted rates have remained relatively static over the past
ten years and remain under 1% different to ten years ago.

£30
Market dynamics

Change
2011 to 2021

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Actual UK&I Weighted

Hotel: Mid-Market Full Service

Hotel: Upper Full Service

Unique, Unusual Specialist & Sporting

Hotel: Deluxe

Source:

Mystery Shopping Module. Data weighted for regional and venue-category
consistency. Typical quarterly n in 2019 approx 1000, average quarterly n in
2021 approx 400
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Social event demand is proving
very positive
Corporate and agency bookers are encouraged by leisure demand
In our 2022 opinion panel, hoteliers and meetings and events venues made it very clear that 2021 and 2022
have high social event demand. This pent-up demand is not surprising considering the social impact of the
pandemic. Interestingly, event agency officials also talked positively of high leisure demand - “the reassuring
side for me is seeing the individual leisure demand, because there is a demand to get back to travelling,
to experiences, so that makes me feel positive”. Perhaps presuming that this will naturally encourage
business events: if people are willing to meet socially, there is no excuse not to meet for business.

Guest Numbers

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
25 or
less

Ciara Crossan, founder and CEO of WeddingDates, has helped us provide a clearer picture of social
demand. Ciara has shared her findings from Wedding Dates’ 2022 Industry Report, which surveyed 1200
newly engaged couples.

2020

-30%

Market dynamics

2021

-15%

Enquiry levels
improved vs 2020, but
overall were still down
15% vs previous years

WeddingDates data over time

+53%

Jan/Feb enquiry levels
are up 53% Vs the
same period in 2021.
6600 enquires have
been processed in the
two month period

26-50

51-75

The largest cohort,
50% are planning
weddings with 50 –
80 guests.

2022
Enquiry levels
dropped by over 30%
vs previous years

The 2022 Ultimate Wedding Survey
by WeddingDates shows that the
average couple expects to host 79
guests at their reception.

76-100 101-125 126-150 151-200 201-250 251-400
86% of weddings
in the UK will
have fewer than
100 guests.

Only 1% of weddings
in the UK will host
over 200 guests.

Wedding lead times
2017 to 2020 15 months
2021

23 months

2022 is set to be a bumper year across the UK, with a 30%
increase in couples planning to wed this year. This is indicative of
both the backlog of weddings and the attitude shift in couples
who no longer want to "wait and see."
bva-bdrc.com
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Bridal parties are set to increase
their budgets
Ciara’s Top Tip:

Wedding enquiry data points towards bigger demand and budgets
Along with increased attention on quality and hospitality, WeddingDates are seeing significant
changes in wedding budgets, particularly in per-head venue spend. While mid-range £65-£80 figures
have remained unchanged, the survey shows a significant increase in those willing to spend more.

What is your per head cost for your venue?
< £50

£50-65

£65-80

£80-100

£100+

2021

36%

25%

18%

14%

7%

2022

23%

21%

18%

21%

17%

Market dynamics

What is your entire wedding budget excluding the honeymoon?
< £5k

£5-10k

£10-15

£15-20k

£20-25k

£25-£30k

£30k

2021

19%

30%

24%

13%

6%

5%

1%

2022

11%

27%

23%

18%

10%

7%

4%

“If there's one thing this year's survey has shown us, it's that
current demand far outstrips supply. A stampede of
engagements together with a significant backlog in
rescheduled pandemic nuptials means that engaged couples
are struggling to find venues at present. Venues with
availability have a massive opportunity to sell inventory by
surfacing their open dates online.”
Ciara is an award-winning wedding hospitality expert and tech
entrepreneur. She founded WeddingDates in 2008. With
hundreds of customers in the UK and Ireland, WeddingDates’
suite of products addresses challenges across the full Engaged
Couple sales journey.

Overall, almost 40% of couples are spending over £80 per
head. However, the largest increase is in the £100+ bracket,
which has gone up a massive 10% in just one year. While some
of this can be attributed to the current rise in costs, it is
notable that the budget increase figures significantly outstrip
the current rate of inflation.
The number of couples spending under £10K on their big day
has decreased from almost 50% to just 38%. Meanwhile, 40%
of couples are spending £10-20K excluding their honeymoon,
accompanied by consistent rises across even higher spending
bands.

bva-bdrc.com
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The M&E eco-system
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Sector collaboration to demand a
Government recognised voice
Industry bodies report our community’s biggest gripe
The pandemic has really brought the M&E sector together into an even closer-knit community.
Associations, groups and industry media took it upon themselves to provide support and
guidance during an unprecedented time. These ‘guardians’ of the industry have grown in size
and demand as those that were unable to work looked for learning, support and recruitment
opportunities. The Delegate Wranglers, just one example, grew to over 20,000 members and
was approached to be a Facebook community partner.
Industry bodies have formed a voice for the sector and each voice has one common theme - for
the sector to be recognised by the government. If this can happen, the sector will get the
recognition, support and development it needs, particularly in the current resource crisis. Not
only recognition of its commercial value but also the positive light the sector shines on Great
Britain as a destination and the import and export opportunities it creates.

The M&E eco – system

During the worst of the pandemic, it was a common feeling that the government was not
supporting the industry, events were last on the list for guidance, and a recovery plan was not
quick enough for a multi-billion pound industry. The Events Research Programme in Liverpool
was a big first step, but it came very late in the day.

bva-bdrc.com
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Conference News editor, Martin Fullard, said, “the UK events industry is currently not a
measurable entity and therefore is not being recognised by the UK treasury”. He and MIA, UK
Hospitality, BEAM and BVEP are campaigning for numerous Standardised Industrial
Classification (SIC) codes to be adopted in an attempt for the scale of the sector to be
recognised by the government.
Ultimately we are hearing from our sector representatives that there is a need for a
government recognised voice, and for the commercial value of the sector to be understood
if the industry is going to progress.

Conference News reported that the UK business
events industry was worth £19.4billion in 2019,
according to the Cities Restart report. They are
projecting it to reach £27.6billion by 2026.
BVEP reported the combined business and leisure
events market value to be £70billion in 2019.

The M&E eco – system

Kate Nicholls, CEO at UK Hospitality, confirmed
at the Venues of Excellence conference 2022 that
the UK Hospitality industry was worth £130billion
pre-pandemic, accounting for 7% of GDP and 11%
of employment. Post-pandemic, it is 1/3 of the size
with half the revenue lost.

bva-bdrc.com
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The sector’s responsibility to grow
and retain talent
Businesses need to support associations and media to improve
the perception of hospitality as a career
There is a clear resource and recruitment problem across the sector, with venues and hotels being
hit the hardest. Many non-UK staff have not returned post-pandemic or post-Brexit. Meanwhile
many hotels have had to cap occupancy and event levels because there simply is not enough staff
to provide the service – a real availability frustration for event bookers. This is something that has
been well covered in the industry press, along with the desirability of hospitality as a career.
The sector is clearly feeling the pinch, so what can be done and what are employers doing to
encourage careers in hospitality and specifically events? Our opinion panel highlighted the
following areas:
Perception

The M&E eco – system

Various sector associations are targeting
school leavers and University students.
Businesses need to harness and support the
associations that are recruiting people.
Senior hospitality professionals who have
enjoyed a successful career should share
their stories publicly.

“Hotels are the best industry in the world
because you can do everything – legal, finance.
Front of house, marketing. You can do whatever
you want. I don't think we have ever done a good
sales pitch”
Global Hotelier

Education
Hospitality businesses could sponsor
university places.
Businesses should encourage
apprenticeships.
Training and qualification opportunities
need to be made clear and available to staff.

Media outlets should be supported in their
efforts to promote the sector. A national
media campaign should also be supported.
bva-bdrc.com
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Employee care

Competitive salaries are a given.
Businesses need to consider paying staff
above the market rate.
Businesses could offer more incentives
beyond salaries. Coaching and mentoring
are great options to retain talent.

Businesses need to adapt their cultures to
show they 'Look after their own’.
Packages need to be thoughtful. Wellbeing is imperative, and mental health first
aiders could be considered.
Inclusivity and diversity need to be evident.

Steps for promotion and pay rise need to
be reviewed regularly by employees and
employers.

The M&E eco – system

Employees want good working conditions
– a flexible, fun, and attractive space. A
place where employees want to be.

People need to feel they are put first,
ahead of the customer.

“I was 14 years old when I decided I wanted to be
a hotel general manager and I can honestly say
that I feel that I've fulfilled my dream - and I’m
sure there’s also still more to come! Generally
speaking, I’ve never looked back, and whenever
anyone asks me about the role I'll always say ”of
course it's hard work, but it’s a fantastic industry
to work in and so rewarding on every level”
Andrew Mosley, Managing Director –
The Grand and Richmond Hill Hotels

Kate Nicholls, CEO at UK Hospitality, confirmed
at the Venues of Excellence conference 2022
that 200,000 Ukrainian refugees will enter the
UK and are likely to be entitled to work. The
Government are also working on a three year
working visa for Australia, New Zealand and
India.

bva-bdrc.com
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The long-awaited ‘instant book’
digital shift has arrived, but venues
must adapt
We are finally starting to see bookers move to online booking
channels for small events, but there is still a way to go
We've spoken about how businesses took the opportunity to refine and adapt when the
pandemic hit, and M&E tech providers didn't rest on their laurels. In fact, Ciaran Delaney, founder
of Hubli, formerly Meetingsbooker.com, said, "we are now busier than ever, proving an increase
in digital booking".

Pre-pandemic, our 2019 MeetingMetrix
report found that 30% of agency or
corporate bookers were using ‘instant
booking’ channels. This was up by 8%
YoY for agency bookers

Considering the sector has lagged behind in technology, it appears this has been a welcome shift,
with reported numbers of online bookings increasing.

The M&E eco – system

'Instant book' is up 23% at Hubli versus the same period in 2019, showing that planners are
keen to use 'instant book' services despite some corporates saying they still want a personal
service. Can planners be coached into the benefits of 'instant book', and can venues learn to
provide a unique UX to keep their bookers happy? We'll explore this further in the report.
Venues are incredibly inefficient when handling small meeting enquiries; the time and resource
that goes into turning around one proposal for less than 20 people is likely to be a commercial
disaster. Moving small meetings onto an 'instant book' platform could ease pressure on an underresourced sales office, helping to support staff well-being, while dynamic pricing may also
improve the venue's returns. This would be a win/win yet many venues still appear to resist
'instant book' due to losing control over yield management and upselling. However, VenueVerdict
reported in Q4 2021 that a third of small meeting bookers are not being asked if accommodation
is required, which is the simplest of upsells, so this challenge is apparent for both instant online
booking and traditional methods.

bva-bdrc.com
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Therefore, we are not surprised to see that the pandemic has encouraged advancement in
tech, especially in the booking process. But what does this mean for event agencies? We
asked Douglas O’Neill, CEO of Inntel, for his thoughts on 'instant book' for small meetings
and the impact it will have on business:
"I do not see this distracting from what we do as a business but enhancing what we do. It is
helpful to us in two ways;

1.

It is a service that we can offer to our clients along with our online booking portal. We
have called this LOGiC Meetings, which is analogous to our LOGiC Travel solution for
business travel. Therefore, we will be able to offer our clients both online bookings for air,
accommodation and meetings. Online bookings for simple meetings should and can, in
my opinion, be treated in the same way as transient accommodation bookings.

2. We can also use these platforms for our bookings, making the process incredibly
efficient, especially when hotel resources are limited. We do not need to contact venues
to secure reservations.

The M&E eco – system

Therefore, instant/online bookings for simple meetings should be endorsed. The only
challenge that we have at the moment is that venues do not commonly accept it because of
their desire to retain control of the space and pricing. More venues need to open up space on
these platforms, and then the online meeting industry can really take off."

bva-bdrc.com
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Digitalisation – the race for instant
availability and bookings
Tech providers are scrabbling to become the OTA of the events
world, but hoteliers are doing it directly too
Will there be a fully streamlined platform, including all brands and live availability without
manual upload, the meetings OTA, any time soon?
De Vere integrated its online meeting booking engine, Smart Booker, with
venuedirectory.com in 2021, allowing meeting bookers to access real-time availability and
dynamic pricing.
Amadeus and CVENT have also expanded their partnership to introduce CVENT Instant
Book, which is already available on their platform but only for hotels that use Amadeus Sales &
Event Management.

The M&E eco – system

In 2019 Marriott, Hilton, IHG and Accor invested $50m into Groups360 to build a live
Groups and M&E availability and instant book platform, which could cut out the middle man –
is this our M&E OTA? The big four brands do not have exclusivity and other brands are also
participating.

bva-bdrc.com
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Groups360 already powers marriottmeetingrooms.co.uk, which allows planners to instantly
book meeting rooms online for up to 30 people. Groups360 also power Hilton UK’s online
group booking tool, with their instant M&E booking tool being released later this year. Both
Accor and IHG will follow later this year (2022). Interestingly, Premier Inn were one of the
earliest adopters of Groups360 and 85% of all their meetings business now comes via their
online channel.
Dan Hubly, VP Sales Europe, Groups360, told us “Since 2014, Groups360 has been working
toward online booking for groups and events. In 2019 Groups360 received an investment from
four of the largest brands in the world to accelerate the development of GroupSync
technology. Groups360 has more than 7,000 hotels from Hilton, Accor, Omni, Premier Inn and
others using GroupSync for ‘instant booking’ of group rooms or space. As a result of the rapid
adoption of GroupSync, Groups360 anticipates that an additional 20,000 leading hotel
properties will begin offering instant group booking by year-end.”

The M&E eco – system

It should be noted that CVENT, Groups360, Hubli (formerly Meetingsbooker.com) and
VenueDirectory.com still all offer RFP, so we are not there just yet.

bva-bdrc.com
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Virtual will have its place in the
market, but it won’t replace live
Hybrid will disrupt the small meetings market

Our preliminary data suggests that event planners will avoid fully virtual events, if possible, in
2022. The distribution of hybrid events is likely to stay similar to 2021, with a quarter of
planners looking to book in-person only events in 2022.
Unfortunately, our data does not split between small and large events. Still, our qualitative
interviews tell us that hybrid meetings are likely to be limited to small events because of their
expense and the pent-up demand for face-to-face. Event managers told us that small
meetings can be easily replicated online, but it doesn’t work for large conferences and
exhibitions. However, there is an acknowledgement that a virtual option needs to be available
for those that cannot make large events and is a way for corporates to offer a nod towards
sustainability.

The M&E eco – system

Then there is the challenge of keeping the event engaging for the virtual audience and the
tech streamlined. This is why creative agencies have hefty price tags for blended events. We
will learn in this report the importance of content, and if you lose your delegate by a virtual
method, the firm is losing its ROI.

bva-bdrc.com
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"Hybrid is running two events at once, and one is a TV show; it’s time consuming
and requires a bigger budget" Paul Harvey, Editor, M&IT
Some venues have taken the downtime during the pandemic to invest in hybrid 'plug
and play' technical facilities, but when we talked to the larger global hotel chains, they
reported a lack of interest and conversion in hybrid events.
"Clients want to get back to in-person events. There's no two ways about it“
Jason Wilcock, Chairman, Worldspan.
In a positive light, organisations that traditionally wanted a much bigger audience but
couldn't afford it or couldn't attract people will now be able to so through hybrid.
Hybrid is also seen as a good alternative during winter months when the mix of bad
weather and travel are against the delegates. Hubli, formerly Meetingsbooker.com, told
us that 41% of their online meeting bookings include virtual technology, facilitating
hybrid participation, but the average event attendee has dropped from 83 to 18. This
further solidifies the point that hybrid will disrupt the small meetings market.

The M&E eco – system

Do you anticipate booking a larger number of
hybrid events in 2022?

Only inperson,
25%
Only
vitual, 0%

Same
Hybrid,
17%

More
Hybrid,
25%

Fewer
Hybrid,
33%
Source: BVA BDRC Event Planner survey 2022
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Suppliers need to step-up their
CX to win business
Corporate bookers still see Customer Experience as a top priority
in the end-to-end event journey
Despite all the changes we are seeing in the events eco-system, one thing that hasn’t
changed is the Customer Experience expectation. CX remains a top priority for the
booker (and the delegate, as we later go on to report).

The M&E eco – system

The corporate bookers that we interviewed agreed that they prefer personal
interactions, especially for large events, “Venues and clients need trust and
transparency in their communication, which is forged by building direct and
personal relationships”. Buyers with high profile stakeholders who have large scale
and high budget events will look for a personal avenue to book; “I want to have a
personal touch at every stage in the process”, said one planner. Therefore, venues
and suppliers need to ensure that their Customer Experience for these clients is topnotch. Venues can achieve this by measuring the enquiry process and customer
journey with BVA BDRC’s VenueVerdict programme.

“There is a need for sales people to stop
treating the 30 plus enquiries like a
transaction, to stop processing the
customer. To ask better questions that
reveal what is important, listen to the
answers and tailor and personalise
their buying experience”
Mark Gallen, Founder & Owner, Sales Gym

bva-bdrc.com
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VenueVerdict’s Sales Enquiry Performance UK industry average was at 69% YTD 2019,
and it even peaked at 74% in the first quarter. Fast forward to Q1 2022 and the average
UK venue performance is now 54%, after seeing an all-time low of 46% in Q3 2021.
Global brands through to unique and independent venues subscribe to VenueVerdict,
making it an excellent sample to learn from. Yes, it’s hard for hoteliers and venues with
high business volumes and reduced resources, but they will win business if they can get
the booking journey CX right. A similar story can be said for the on-site experience. The
feedback module of VenueVerdict has reported an all-time low UK National average
Net Promoter Score of 44, dropping a huge 25 points from Q2 2019.

Sales Enquiry Performance assesses the
performance of sales teams from the
customer's point of view at over 1,200 venues
in over 65 countries. This gives impartial,
unbiased and detailed insight into the
experience of trying to buy from venues,
reporting on the efficiency of connecting to a
staff member, measuring soft skills and how
quickly proposals are returned to clients. Our
mystery shoppers compare the sales service
they received against a number of criteria to
give a score out of 100%.

Venue Customer Experience UK average 2019 Vs 2021

80
74

UK Overall %

70
65

75
70
66

66

69

69
65

60

62

55
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50

Pause in
testing and
feedback
due to venue
shutdowns
during the
worst of the
Covid-19
pandemic

70
65
60
55
48
46

45

49

50

44

45

40

40
Q1 2019

Q2 2019

Q3 2019 Q4 2019

EPF overall NPS
Source:

Mystery Shopping Module

Q3 2021

UK Overall NPS

75

80

Event Planner Feedback provides venues
with post-event feedback from meeting
bookers, agents and event hosts, reporting
detailed feedback on their experience from
the whole customer journey, the start to the
end of the event. We ask respondents how
likely they are to recommend a venue,
giving us the Net Promoter Score, which
ranges from -100 to +100.

Q4 2021

UK SEP overall %
bva-bdrc.com
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CX drivers – Follow-up and site
inspection are key to conversion

“Venues will lose business if they're not able to
respond within a timely way, and sometimes
that's even just saying to us it's going to be 2
days. Is that OK? Rather than just going into a
black hole”

Venues cannot turn proposals around fast enough for bookers
In our interviews, corporate buyers told us that they would not book a face-to-face
meeting without a site visit. A previous BVA BDRC M&E study tells us that half of
agents and a third of corporates rely on the site visit to decide which venue to book.
VenueVerdict Q4 2021 data tells us that only 20% of enquiries are offered a site visit
or virtual tour. Site visits are clearly such an important part of the buying journey for
event bookers, and venues cannot afford to get them wrong.

Event Agency CEO

Proposal follow-up time is also at an all-time low, with around half of enquiries
receiving a proposal in four hours, and 60% in eight hours. Both event agencies
and corporate bookers need clear timescales to build trust and convert business.
An obvious win is for venues to focus on follow-up time and overall CX to beat
the competition. This benchmark shows us it is currently an industry-wide
problem and an area to focus on to get ahead of the curve.

% who rely on the site visit to decide venue to book

The M&E eco – system

Agents

Venue proposal response time UK national average 2019 Vs 2021

53%

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20

84%

75%

79%

78%

79%

71%
72%

71%

Q1 2019 Q2 2019 Q3 2019 Q4 2019
Corporate
Source: BVA BDRC MeetingsMetrix 2016

27%

Follow-up 4hrs
Source:

Mystery Shopping Module

Pause in
testing due
to venue
shutdowns
during the
worst of the
Covid-19
pandemic

54%

59%

52%
44%

Q3 2021 Q4 2021
Follow-up 8hrs
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Behavioural Science tells us that suppliers should create
memorable experiences to generate business outcomes

The M&E eco – system

Behavioural Science tells us that it is imperative for companies to become more customer-centric to deliver
memorable CX, build sustainable relationships with customers and maximise ROI. And this is exactly what the event
planners have also told us. If suppliers and venues can implement memorable moments in the booking journey and
the delegate experience, they will drive relationships and, ultimately, business outcomes.

Create POSITIVE emotions
in moments that matter

Those experiences become
MEMORIES

Memories drive customer
preference &
RELATIONSHIPS

And relationships drive
BUSINESS outcomes

bva-bdrc.com
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Take CX from satisfactory to
memorable with EPIC

The

framework

BVA BDRC have implemented the EPIC framework into their CX
measurement programmes, allowing businesses to track the number
and frequency of their EPIC customer experiences.

Suppliers can elevate satisfaction to happiness

TO
HAPPY &
MEMORABLE
CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

The M&E eco – system

FROM
SATISFACTORY
CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

levation

ride

nsight

onnection

Go beyond the routine
and the expected

Make people feel
unique

Learn about a topic of
interest

Create an emotional
bond
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Can event planners be convinced that
digital UX will meet their needs?
What can venues and suppliers do to provide a great User Experience
for online event bookings?
We've seen how digitalisation of the booking journey is becoming more popular for small meetings and
we know some event planners are still keen to have personal interactions. However we can't ignore the
data that points toward the growth of online and 'instant book’, including its vital role in the events ecosystem. So how do venues and suppliers strike a balance?
One corporate booker told us, "Ultimately, if you give me an online tool, I'll ignore it and find someone
anyway“, which may sound like an argument to avoid online bookings. However, there are many ways to
personalise the digital experience without bookers getting to this irritable point, because it should be a
simple and enjoyable experience for smaller transactional requests. Our opinion panel agreed that there
is work to be done to coach event planners that online booking for small meetings is beneficial.

The M&E eco – system

UX personalisation can be integrated into the product design. Website and app designers can customise
the customer journey and experience according to the customer's choices and requirements. Those
wishing to offer an 'instant book' facility can go to specialist suppliers like VenueDirectory.com, Hubli
(formerly Meetingsbooker.com) and Groups360, or they can build their own. Designers and venues
should consider the following to create a personalised digital booking facility that provides a great UX:

Define a target audience, which
allows personalised content
Push notifications
Geolocation

Start from the Last Visited Area of the User (to
save re-entering information if the buyer leaves
and returns to the page)

Ask the expert
"Hubli, formerly Meetingsbooker.com, offers both
an 'instant book' and RFP booking solution;
according to our data, 'instant book' caters for
very last-minute small meetings. The average
meeting size is seven attendees and 50% take
place within a week's lead-time. When you think
of this type of customer immediately it becomes
obvious that a fast, efficient online booking
solution is fit for purpose. Our RFP engine, on the
other hand, caters for larger meetings, residential
meetings, or group lodging. For all these use
cases pricing fluctuates significantly at venue
level while the decision-making process for the
customer is longer due to the booking complexity
and cost; therefore, the RFP platform is more fit
for purpose. By automating small meeting
reservations hotels and venues free up significant
time servicing this segment, allowing them to
spend more time on higher value bookings where
the customer does need their input.“
Ciaran Delaney, Founder, Hubli

Goals for business outcomes to tailor
customisations and encourage upselling
bva-bdrc.com
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It’s all about Delegate Experience
(DX) and Delegate ROI
DX has become the measure of event success

“Clients are buying an experience rather than
purely the product”

Event planners told us that "Delegate time for events is shorter, but they need the same
experience". Quality of event is now a priority over quantity, with the delegate return 'in
time' investment being the planner's main priority. We've heard how businesses have
had to adapt in the wake of the pandemic, and therefore in-house planners now need to
focus on Employee Engagement in the round. Meetings and events need to have value,
be flexible and have personal gains for delegates to be successful or even for delegates
to attend. It may be that delegate numbers decrease, but the attendee is of better
quality if the DX is well thought out. We will explore the main areas of M&E that need to
adapt to make sure the delegate and planner achieve their ROI.

David Vaughton, MD Make Venues

The M&E eco – system

In our 2022 survey, we asked event planners what makes the delegate experience
successful. It is clear that delegates are more motivated about what they will get out of
their time; gone are the days of long sessions of being spoken to. Events need to be
immersive and flexible, whether virtual or face-to-face.

"The scarcity of networking over the last two
years has meant that there's a lot of people who
recognize there is a business need for networking.
Delegates will have more control over what they
attend. Delegates want options, and they want to
self-curate their experience“
Event Planner

bva-bdrc.com
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Maximising DX by
being flexible

Content
Sessions need to be valuable and
relevant to the audience,
with inspiring and original takehomes
Mixed media – different mediums to
keep the delegate engaged
Immersive emotional
experiences (EPIC)
Personalisation of content
Creative and entertaining moments
to inspire cognitive activity
Interactive gamification with full
inclusivity
Quality over quantity
Inspiring and flexible environments

The M&E eco – system

Social need
Face-to-Face must have a social
element
Business and personal need for
networking with industry peers
and colleagues
Networking only events no longer
need the excuse of content
Variety of social mixing
opportunities

Delegate options
Control over their own
schedule
The flexibility to pick and
choose what's relevant to
them
Self-curate their experiences
Choose the medium that’s
right for them
Opportunity to meet others
and co-share time

What contributes most to a successful event from your
delegates' point of view?

Producing interesting events with relevant content to
the audience

67%

Inspiring and original sessions/presentations

67%

Networking and industry experts

33%

Networking with peers/colleagues

25%

Ease of access and travel

25%

Time & efficiency
Ease of travel
Flexible times of attendance
Short, sharp bitesize sessions
Shorter agendas in general
Condensed buzz sessions that
play into well-being

BVA BDRC Event Planner survey 2022
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“No longer will people accept crusty old sandwiches in a rectangular
meeting room. They want great outcomes. They want great content.
They want nutritional food and beverages. They want a great physical
environment.

The M&E eco – system

Businesses will be prepared to pay for that more than they are now. If an
organisation was traditionally spending £1,000,000 on 100 meetings, I
think they will probably be prepared to spend £1,000,000 on 50
meetings as long as the outcomes of those meetings are great”

Travel and Events Agency CEO
bva-bdrc.com
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Venues need to be creative
and flexible to keep up with
the competition
Partnerships are the key to the evolution of meetings
Venues need to have creative offerings, partners and suppliers to make events
engaging and win business. Corporates expect venues to adapt to their needs,
have the right technology and give delegates what they want with flexibility,
sustainability and well-being.
It is a challenge for a service-led industry to adapt to being an experience-led
industry. Past focuses such as meet and greet, varied food options, good Wi-Fi
and daylight are now hygiene factors in the face of emerging competition.

The M&E eco – system

Other companies are reducing their office footprints significantly and thus
require new places to meet with their teams, partners and customers ondemand. And many people working from home often want a place to go near
home where they can work and feel taken care of.

BVA BDRC spoke to Caleb Parker,
Founder of BOLD (a NewFlex company), to find
out how coworking has grown and why flexible
spaces are able to offer what event planners
want.
"Pre-pandemic companies used to lease a white
box and turn it into a branded box everyone had
to fit into. And when it was time to be creative,
ideate or engage in blue sky thinking they booked
an offsite at a hotel or venue for a change of
scenery. But the pandemic has created a new
paradigm where the office no longer has a
monopoly on work. So as more companies
empower their teams to work from anywhere, the
company HQ is often being repurposed to
become the ‘offsite’ venue. While this potentially
decreases the demand to book hotels for these
types of events, there is growing demand
elsewhere.”

Before the pandemic, it was the early adopters and innovative start-up
companies who embraced coworking spaces for community, convenience and
price. Now the addressable market for this product is seeing significant growth.

bva-bdrc.com
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Coworking spaces were primarily members only, meaning the various activity-based
meetings and workspaces were not available to the general public. But around 2013, as
just 30% of meeting room capacity was being booked by members, they started opening
up to non-members and competing with hotel venues. Now it's normal for coworking
operators to have a larger allocation of workspace, meeting room and event bookings
from instant book/digital channels that sell to non-members.
It's all about flexibility, and hotels that want to embrace this should have an element of
coworking space on site to capture this new growing market.
On the surface, working space may look like a difficult market to crack, however, the
likes of BOLD work with hotels to repurpose underutilised space to generate additional
and recurring revenue.

Coworking space case study: 22 Bishopsgate, London

The M&E eco – system

“This isn’t a place of work for people, it’s a place that works for people” is 22 Bishopgate’s
motto. The new serviced office block in London offers members a food market, state of the
art meeting and event space for up to 300 people, including smaller meeting rooms. The
latest built in technology and production team. An active commuter park that is designed
to support and encourage the increasing number of people taking greener routes to work.
A meeting space for experienced names and emerging talent to collaborate, the Exchange
hosts events, panels, and one-on-ones. A state of the art gym with classes and personal
trainers. A retreat that is dedicated to balance and health, offering wellness services and
yoga studios on site. A public viewing gallery, with views over the city and a bar and
restaurant at the top of the building.
By converting unused space into a bold, flexible workspace, your venue can generate extra
revenue and attract new customers while remote workers gain access to affordable, local
workspace and services – WORKBOLD.co.uk

bva-bdrc.com
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Collaborative travel is shaping
the future of M&E
Partnerships are the key to the evolution of meetings

“Networking, well-being, and safety
are all important factors that play into
collaborative travel and meetings”
Event Planner

Amazon reported that it has saved one
billion U.S. dollars on business
expenses. While it doesn't go into the
breakdown, it highlights that businesses
will be challenging 'The WHY' when
sending employees on business travel.
Collaborative meetings will provide a
better ROI for businesses needing to
justify the spend.

The M&E eco – system

Meetings & events of the future

Collaborative travel

Partnerships

Clustering

Business demand - THE WHY

This concept isn’t new. In fact, Amadeus
produced a report entitled ‘Collaboration
is key to the future of travel’ in 2012. The
report outlined how travel providers and
travellers will work together, where
service-users are partners rather than
customers and where the context is as
important as the transaction.

Collaborative travel relies on
supplier partnerships. Ciaran
Delaney, Founder of Hubli,
formerly Meetingsbooker.com,
has told us that they are now
partnering with airlines to offer
collaborative travel and
meetings.

The pandemic has accelerated the
clustering of events. Co-locating
shows in the exhibitions industry
is nothing new. International
Confex is partnering with other
Mash Media events: The Event
Production Show, The PA Show
and The Publishing Show.

Firms are justifying ‘The Why’ when
sending employees to meetings and
events, especially if long distance
travel is required. The pandemic has
shown that people can connect well
virtually. Therefore clustering events
and business meetings is looking
preferential, meaning less travel
overall.

Drivers of this change included
digitalisation, user experience including
‘memories’, tools for travellers to curate
their choices/options and the emphasis
on work-life balance. Over the last
decade, the travel sector has adapted to
incorporate all these areas to improve the
traveller experience.

Beyond this, the emerging M&E
eco-system shows us that there
are many areas where meetings
need to adapt. Since most
businesses cannot be all these
things, it will be essential for
them to partner with other
providers to offer what the
buyer is now demanding.

In a more conference-led
environment, you could say
COP26 and the G7 Summit were
cluster events. They weren’t just
one conference but a series of
events running simultaneously,
covering different topics.
Clustering allows delegates to
achieve better ROI and shares
costs across the event producers.

We can see from the emerging changes in
the M&E sector, that we have highlighted
in this report, that we can and are
following a similar path.

Workcation, Bleisure, bizcation
These words are flying around the
industry but mean the same thing.
Businesses and event organisers
blend business events with a social
or leisure element to encourage
well-being and improve the delegate
experience.
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Green policies are becoming drivers
of business event conversion
Corporate sustainability policies are being met with sustainable
meeting products
We are starting to see sustainability coming into venue policies and proactively embedded
in the meetings product offer from unique independents to global hotel groups. Marriott
are aiming for all their hotels to be accredited by 2025, and Hilton have just released 'Meet
with Purpose’. It is becoming a hygiene factor.
However, environmental credentials alone, and certainly 'greenwashing' will not be
enough. Our opinion panel has made it clear that sustainability in M&E is about ensuring
legacy in an event; that there is value to the venue, delegate, booker and local area. But a
lot of the responsibility does depend on the venue. Corporates told us they rely on
suppliers to make the changes and take responsibility for validating their own supplier's
green credentials.

"We are seeing some bookers take more
responsibility than others, but it's not quite
mandated in policy yet. I think it will be in the next
two years, for sure“
Hannah Kelly, VP Meetings Management, BCD.

The M&E eco – system

In our 2022 event planner survey, we can see a shift where nearly 60% of bookers would
pick a more expensive venue to meet their sustainability requirements. FTSE100
companies will have to report on their sustainability and what they are doing to drive
down emissions as part of UK law, so corporates will be under pressure to ensure their
events are green and don't use up all their carbon credits.

bva-bdrc.com
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Would you be able to select a more expensive venue if it were more
sustainable or met your sustainability requirements?

41%

One of the challenges is understanding
how to recognise a genuinely sustainable
meetings venue. Andrew Perolls, CEO of
Greengage Solutions, advocates a sustainability
accreditation which provides an objective
benchmark. Greengage's own ECOsmart
accreditation programme reviews a property
holistically based on various elements such as
carbon emissions, energy conservation, recycling
policy, catering, consumables, meeting facilities
and CSR.

No
Yes

59%

How important to you is a venue’s sustainability initiatives when selecting a venue?
0 is not at all important, 10 is extremely important

1

2

3

4

Not at all important

5

6

7

8

9

10

Extremely important

The M&E eco – system

BVA BDRC Event Planner survey 2022

Our research indicates that sustainability is not foremost in decision-making around leisure. The Hotel
Guest Survey places it as the 24th (out of 30) most important factor in hotel choice amongst the UK
public. However, 69% said they would pay 5% more for a more sustainable hotel.

"Sustainability isn't new. What is changing is the approach. We are now in an era where citizens are
holding governments to account. Consumers are holding businesses to account. Staff are holding
companies to account, and delegates are holding events to account more so than ever before"
Alistair Turner, Managing Director, EIGHT PR

There is work to be done for suppliers to
understand what the government sees as
sustainable and embed that in their offering. We
are witnessing paper, plastic and meats being
removed from meetings, and hybrid and virtual
will reduce commuting. One M&E tech provider
told BVA BDRC that planners will rank potential
meeting cities based on carbon emissions. Picking
the lowest carbon location for meetings and offsites will help companies drive significant
emission savings. Andrew Perolls says, "A recent
development is far greater interest from clients in
measuring the carbon emissions of an individual
event. This can help drive more sustainable
behaviour – reducing the elements that contribute
to emissions. Through carbon offsetting, it's then
possible to run a carbon-neutral event.“
bva-bdrc.com
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Despite efforts, hospitality still has
work to do on employee well-being

BVA BDRC’s consumer tracking survey, ClearSight®, asked over
1,750 UK consumers about workplace well-being. This research
shines a light on the perception of employee wellness across the
sector.
Almost half (46%) of hospitality workers said that employee wellbeing has improved a lot or improved a little over the past three
years, a promising sign for the sector. 28% said it has neither
improved nor worsened, and 16% said it has worsened slightly or a
lot, indicating that there is still room for improvement.

Employees lean on associations for additional support

Our opinion panel showed that business leaders in M&E are
committed to employee well-being, with it being front of mind, so
we would expect to see further improvements in employee wellbeing moving forwards. We’ll talk more in the next pages about
what well-being means to employees and share some fantastic
well-being tips and case studies from the industry.

How has employee well-being been considered in your workplace over the last three years?
3%
10%

11%

7%
30%

28%

25%

25%

29%

35%

37%

17%

14%

12%

21%
5%
11%

Hosp & leisure

It has improved a lot

10%

7%
39%

The M&E eco – system

3%

26%
41%

27%

34%

7%

3%
6%

12%

4%
6%

4%
11%

15%
Retail

29%

29%
21%

15%

2%
7%

12%
10%

Manufacturing

It has improved a little

BVA BDRC Event ClearSight® 2022 data

Construction

Neither nor

Don’t know

Transport

Business services

It has worsened a lot

We have seen how associations and groups have bolstered their
followers during the pandemic, with many relying on them for
support. Juliet Price, CED, BEAM, said, “The well-being of our
people has been a priority for BEAM since becoming aware of the
statistics relating to stress and illness suffered across our industry.
For the past four years, we have worked with training providers
and organisations such as Event Well to inform our members and
deliver relevant education and qualifications. We recommend that
at least one employee becomes a mental health first aider in every
business. Employee welfare is paramount as we exit the pandemic
and face a whole new set of challenges, and it’s never been more
critical for people to know where they can go for support.”
A final thought on employee well-being is that flexible home
working may have improved sentiment for some, but isolation and
reduced office space is throwing up new issues. It’s clear that a
careful balance is required.

Public services

It has worsened slightly

“67% of employees are craving face-to-face, this is
causing HR issues already” Industry CEO

bva-bdrc.com
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Employee well-being can promote
talent attraction and retention
How can businesses commit and support employee well-being where
it is needed?
We’ve identified that staff well-being is something that businesses have to offer, from entrylevel to customer-facing through to the senior ranks and all those behind the scenes. We
have also noted just how severely the pandemic has impacted the sector and people.
Naturally, if employee care is poorly handled it will be a barrier to recruitment and
retention.

“As a leader, I am really focused on
mental health and well-being. Talent retention and
attraction for me is the most important thing this
year.”
Hannah Kelly, VP Meetings, BCD

The M&E eco – system

Our recent ClearSight® data has found the most important components to hospitality and
leisure workers in the workplace:

Happiness
Respect
Payment
Teamwork
Health
Customers
Emotion

Well-being
Support
Safety
Staff
Environment
Time
Conversation

Boss
Colleagues
Objectives
Mission
Challenge
Pride
Joy

What is most important to
you with regards to employee
wellbeing in the workplace?

BVA BDRC ClearSight ® 2022 data – highest ranking associated words, unsolicited
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Ask the expert: We asked Laura Capell–Abra, Founder at Stress
Matters, ‘Who is already leading the way in employee well-being in
Meetings and Events, and what can we learn from them?’

“Chorus, a small events agency, have really put team well-being front and centre of their
operations and see the necessity of looking after their team as part of their wider sustainability
goals. They see the importance of understanding the development needs and life stages that their
team go through, and whilst still have the play hard work hard approach that many agencies do,
they have put a lot of focus on ensuring that the team rest hard too.
Resident Hotels have really embraced the need to understand how their team are feeling and
undertake regular well-being diagnostics so they get a sense of changes and pinch points they
need to be concerned by. They've approached the well-being of their team strategically and have
seen the need to make team well-being a strategic priority rather than a tick box exercise.

The M&E eco – system

IMEX Group are making great steps forward. They are doing a great job at looking after their staff
and are really tuned in to how they are feeling.
CHS Events have always had a remote working team and one of the reasons has been about
getting the best out of people and trusting people wherever they work. Their team are incredibly
loyal and policy becomes secondary when someone in the team needs support, everyone rallies
around in a way that only happens in companies with such a strong people culture. They also
have a great approach to the well-being of their exhibitors and attendees at their events, little
things like providing water and food - sounds simple but things that many organisers don't do for
their exhibitors.”

bva-bdrc.com
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Executive Summary
The pandemic allowed time for businesses to focus on their offer - the
meeting product has been forced to evolve

Delegate experience and ROI are paramount – quality over quantity
from a buyers perspective

The pandemic allowed time for people to focus on themselves, learning
and betterment

Co-working space continues to offer an attractive product that may
threaten M&E venues and hotels

More events are anticipated in all categories, with pent-up demand for
face-to-face

Collaborative travel, partnerships and clustering are part of M&Es
evolution

Bookers are expecting to pay more, but can venues take advantage?

Companies are looking to suppliers/venues to be responsible for
sustainability and emissions. Green credentials are a driver in
consideration

There is strong demand for social events, especially weddings
There is consensus across the industry that M&E needs a government
recognised voice

Focus on retention and employee well-being, 46% of hospitality
workers said employee well-being has improved over the past three
years.

Online ‘instant book’ has grown in demand for small meetings
Lots of talk and development on an M&E OTA. With the user
experience emerging as a key consideration.

The M&E eco – system

Demand for hybrid is waning as clients want to get back to live events
Venue enquiry CX has dropped alarmingly
Only 20% of enquiries offer a site visit, despite them being very
important to buyers
Follow-up proposal time is an easy CX win

bva-bdrc.com
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What we do in the hospitality sector
Specific Hotels & Hospitality Research Programmes
BVA BDRC works globally with leading operators in the hotel, hospitality and travel sector. As well as undertaking a wide range of bespoke
projects we have a number of proprietary and syndicated programmes and approaches that keep our finger on the hospitality sector pulse…

Hospitality sector

Methodology

Programmes

Reports

Approaches

Quantitative & Qualitative

VenueVerdict

Hotel Guest Survey

EPIC Framework

The full range of research techniques –
online, offline, qualitative, quantitative.
You name it, we’ve most likely done it.

Customer experience management,
mystery shopping and benchmarking
tools designed to enhance operational
performance and maximise client
advocacy

Our Hotel Guest Survey has been in
existence since 1982 and provides reports
on hotel brand equity and demand-side
trends in 25 countries worldwide

Applying the principles of behavioural
science to measurement of the
Customer Experience.

Data Science

Mystery Guest

MeetingsMetrix

Nudge Consulting

A team of analysts and statisticians able
to deploy a wide range of techniques
and approaches

Walk in your customers’ shoes and
monitor every aspect of their experience,
from reservation to check-out

Reports on brand performance within the
meetings and events sector and general
market dynamics. Research conducted
amongst agents and corporate bookers

Applying the principles of behavioural
science to effect positive and
meaningful changes in consumers’ and
colleagues’ behaviours.

Brand Margin®

Hotel Insights Forum

ClearSight®

Brand Audit

Assessing the financial uplift a brand
could have against an intrinsic,
underlying product. Combined with a
brand’s reach to identify relative strength

Conference programme where BVA
BDRC and other invited experts present
the latest sector trends and insights
primarily from the consumers’
perspective

Frequent, special topic white papers and
reports, grounded in high quality, primary
data, collected from both consumers and
business decision-makers.

Curation of data from reports,
programmes, specific primary research,
and online content, including Review
Sites, 300M+ websites and social media,
OTA sites.
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